
Vintra Fortify + 
Milestone XProtect®

Enhance your Milestone XProtect VMS with 
AI-powered video analytics

With over 20 years on the market across more than 500,000 customer sites 
worldwide, Milestone XProtect has proven to be the right answer for innovative 
surveillance experts who work to solve the challenges of today and in the future. 

Vintra Fortify is a purpose-built video intelligence solution that automatically indexes video 
streams so they can be rapidly searched or provide immediate alerts in real time. It makes 
any fixed or mobile security camera smarter, with lightning-fast video search and accurate 
critical-event alerts.

Vintra Fortify, available as a tab in the Milestone XProtect interface, integrates cleanly with XProtect and augments an 
already-robust VMS platform with industry-leading AI-powered video analytics.

These analytics make it possible to detect an ever-growing corpus of objects and events on live streams of video, such as 
people vehicles, long guns, bags, person down events, direction of travel, crowd formation, loitering, zones of interest 
and more. Cameras can be automatically imported from XProtect to Vintra so that Vintra’s AI-powered video analytics 
can be applied in real time. Real-time alerts generated by Vintra Prevent are sent to XProtect and can be viewed by 
users in Alarm Manager within the XProtect Smart Client, on Vintra’s alert page, and via the mobile app. For 
post-event investigations, recorded video footage can be easily imported from XProtect to Vintra Investigate for AI-pow-
ered video searches, automating and dramatically accelerating the often mundane and laborious process of manually 
reviewing video footage.

For organizations that are incorporating the use of mobile video content more and more as part of their security 
infrastructure, Vintra Fortify handles video from a host of mobile devices, including body cams, dash cameras, drones, 
phones and more.

Datasheet

Vintra Prevent: detect earlier, respond smarter with real-time alerts
For users that need to better manage their real-time video, Vintra Prevent offers the following enterprise features:

 · Real-time AI-powered object and event detection 

 · Uses advanced facial recognition technology – 
and the ability to turn it off and search using a 
whole-body signature instead

 · 24/7 camera monitoring, powerful rules and 
contextual alerts

 · The ability to Re-ID potential threats across 
multiple, disparate cameras within your facility

Vintra Investigate: drastically speed up 
post-event investigations
With Vintra Investigate, forensics teams can expedite 
pre-recorded video reviewsin minutes instead of days. 
Cases can be solved expeditiously by extracting critical, actionable intelligence within minutes of videos 
being uploaded and processed.

Vintra Investigate offers the following features to authoritative and investigative teams:

 · Works on any fixed or mobile from nearly any video source, including fixed cameras, 
body cams, dash cams, drones and handheld devices

 · Search videos up to 10x faster to easily locate persons, faces, subjects, vehicles and objects

 · Codec agnostic technology that allows teams to upload and search videos seamlessly

Seamless integration with Milestone XProtect
With Vintra Investigate, forensics teams can expedite pre-recorded video reviewsin minutes instead of days. 
Cases can be solved expeditiously by extracting critical, actionable intelligence within minutes of videos being 
uploaded and processed.

About Vintra 
Vintra delivers AI-powered video analytics solutions that transform any real-world video into actionable, tailored 
and trusted intelligence. Its enterprise-grade software solution makes existing security cameras – whether fixed or 
mobile – smarter and improves how organizations and governments automatically monitor and search video for 
critical security and safety events. 

Fortune 100 companies, critical infrastructure providers, major health organizations, the US national security 
community and some of the largest public safety organizations in the United States trust Vintra to dramatically 
enhance their physical security and safety capabilities without expanding their headcount.  

For more information and to schedule a demo, please visit vintra.io.
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